LÜDÏ RÖMÄNÏ MMXIX
January 19th 9:00-4:00 Minnehaha Academy 4200 West River Parkway, Minneapolis
Pay your teacher $10.00 when you turn in this form (for registration, pizza lunch and beverage).

This registration and money is due to your teacher by December 12th.

PLEASE PRINT!
praenömen et nömen _________________________________________

Level: Intro/I

phone number:____________________________ email:___________________________

II

III +

How many ludi
have you
grade:______ previously
attended?

Teachers- do NOT mail this form. Please submit registrations online at www.ludi-romani.org by 12/17
Indicate which written tests you are
Rank the mini-sessions in order of your preference
taking (2)
__Roman Board Games
___Bulla/lorica Making
__Latin grammar and comprehension __Learn Roman cursive/make a scroll
___Ancient Greek
__Roman Mythology
__Model-making (Colosseum/soldier)
___Latin Conversation
__Word Derivation
__Mosaic-making
___Theatrical Mask-Making
__Roman Life and Customs
__Mythological Vase Painting
___Roman cooking (Be
__Roman History
__Cameo-making
aware that there are nuts
__Roman Geography and Monuments
used/eaten in this activity)
Members of your certamen team including you: (please print! a team consists of 1-4 members. Teams should
be of the same level, if you are of differing levels, you MUST compete at the highest level to be fair to other
teams) Please give full names.
I._________________________________________ II. ________________________________________
III. _______________________________________ IV. _______________________________________
You can sign up for three Ludi Olympici. Indicate all team members in the blank. You may possibly compete
without registering if there is room but there are no guarantees unless you are registered here.
_____Oedipus Hopping Race (2 students) __________________________________________________
_____Scipio skipping race (2 students) _____________________________________________________
_____Achilles Heel Handicap (2 students) __________________________________________________
_____Sisyphean rock rolling (2 students) ___________________________________________________
_____Atalanta and Hippomenes: (2 students) ________________________________________________
_____Aeneas/Anchises Escape from Troy (2 students) ________________________________________
_____Janus 2-headed race (2 students) _____________________________________________________
_____Hannibal and his Elephants Cross the Alps (3 students) ___________________________________
_____Ben Hur Chariot Race (3 students) ___________________________________________________
_____Horatii vs. Curiatii - 3--legged race (3 students) _________________________________________
_____Horatius at the bridge (4 students) ____________________________________________________
_____Nuntius Relay (4 students) __________________________________________________________
pizza preference: cheese
beverage preference: coke

pepperoni
diet coke

sausage
sprite

mushroom
dr. pepper

(circle one)

! gluten-free

bottled water(circle one)

